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In this note, we want to introduce a concept thatas we shall seeexhibits an
interesting relationship with hierarchies: We define a collection CP(X ) of subsets
of a set X to be a patchwork if <{C$C and C # C$ C{< implies C # C$ C # C
and C # C$ C # C. In this note, we will investigate patchworks C that contain a max-
imal hierarchy. We will show that this holds if and only if (i) the empty subset <,
all one-element subsets [x] (x # X ) of X, and the set X itself belong to C, and
(ii) the patchwork is ample, that is, A, B # C and *[C # C | ACB]=2 implies
B&A # C.  2001 Academic Press
Key Words: cluster systems; lattices; hierarchical clustering; hierarchies; maximal
hierarchies; finitary cluster systems; ample cluster systems; patchworks; the
category of cluster systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
Given a set X, let P(X ) denote the set of all subsets of X; the set P(X )
is partially ordered by inclusion. We denote by A_* B the union A _ B of
disjoint sets A, B. We consider collections CP(X) of subsets of X; such
collections will also be called cluster systems, and the subsets in C will also
be called (C-)clusters. To emphasize the ground set X, we will sometimes
also refer to the pair (X, C) rather than to just C when discussing a cluster
system C.
From [3], we recall the following notations, definitions, assertions, and
basic observations:
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max(C) :=[C # C | CC$ # C O C=C$];
min(C) :=[C # C | C$C$ # C O C$=C];
min*(C) :=[C # C"[<] | C$C$ # C O C$=< or C$=C];
. C := .
C # C
C and , C := ,
C # C
C ;
CX :=C _ [<, X] _ [[x] | x # X] ;
(Hierarchy) C1 , C2 # C O C1 & C2 # [<, C1 , C2] ;
(Ample) C1 , C2 # C and *[C # C | C1 CC2]=2 O C2&C1 # C;
(Partition) C1 , C2 # C O ‘‘C1 & C2 {<  C1=C2’’;
(Chain) C1 , C2 # C O C1 & C2 # [C1 , C2];
(Antichain) C1 , C2 # C and C1 & C2 # [C1 , C2] O C1=C2 .
For YX and CP(X ), we also recall the notations
CY=C (Y ) :=[C # C | CY],
C$Y=C ($Y ) :=[C # C | YC],
C/Y=C (/Y ) :=[C # CY | C{Y],
and
C#Y=C (#Y ) :=[C # C$Y | C{Y].
Clearly, we have
min*(C)=min(C"[<]); (1)
furthermore, C coincides with CX if and only if max(C)=max(P(X ))=
[X], min(C)=min(P(X))=[<], and min*(C)=min*(P(X ))=( X1 ) where
( X1 ) is, of course, defined by
\X1 + :=[YX | *Y=1]=[[x] | x # X].
As in [3], we define a cluster system CP(X) to be an (X-)hierarchy if
it satisfies (Hierarchy), we define it to be ample if it satisfies (Ample), it
is called a partition if it satisfies (Partition) in which case it is also called
a partition of the subset Y := C of X, and we define it to be a chain or
an antichain if it satisfies (Chain) or (Antichain), respectively.
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Let us recall thataccording to these definitionsa partition never con-
tains the empty set among its members; that any chain is a hierarchy; that
every partition C is an antichain; that max(C), min(C), and min*(C) are
antichains for all CP(X ); that any hierarchy that is simultaneously an
antichain is either a partition or coincides with [<]; and that any
subsystem of a partition, a chain, an antichain, or a hierarchy is itself a
partition, a chain, an antichain, or a hierarchy, respectively.
In particular, max(C) and min*(C) are partitions for every hierarchy
C{[<]and, hence, for every subset C{[<] of a hierarchy.
Recall also that any cluster system CP(X ) with *C=2 is always
(strictly) either a chain or an antichainin particular, a cluster system C
that is simultaneously a chain and an antichain, cannot have more than
one memberwhile a cluster system CP(X) is a hierarchy if and only
if any subsystem C0C with *C0=2 is (strictly) either a chain or a
partition.
Note that a finite cluster system C is ample if and only if CC is ample
for all clusters C # max(C).
Clearly, given a finite ample cluster system (X, C) and a non-empty
cluster C # C&min*(C), the following holds:
(Ample 1) there exist distinct C1 , C2 # min*(CC) with C1 _ C2 # C;
(Ample 2) C is the union of two proper, disjoint subclusters;
(Ample 3) C= min*(CC).
In particular, all this holds for C :=X in case <{X # C&min*(C).
Recall also from [3] that a cluster system CP(X ) is defined to be
finitary if  C$ # C and  C$ # C holds for all non-empty chains C$ con-
tained in C; that CY and C$Y are finitary for every subset YX and
every finitary cluster system CP(X ); that for every cluster C in a finitary
cluster system C, there exists some Cmax # max(C) and some Cmin # min(C)
with CminCCmax ; and that (Ample 3) (that is, C= min*(CC))
holds for every cluster C in a finitary and ample cluster system C
(cf. [3, Lemma 2]).
Here, we will also need to consider cluster systems C for which C _ [<]
is finitary. Such cluster systems will be called almost finitary.
Clearly, every finite cluster system is finitarymore generally, the union
of any (almost) finitary cluster system with a finite cluster system is always
(almost) finitary, too.
Finally, we recall from [3] that a hierarchy C0 is a maximal X-hierarchy
if and only if C0 is finitary and ample and C0=C
X holds, and thatconver-
selyevery cluster system C0 P(X ) with C0=CX0 that is minimal among
all finitary and ample cluster systems CP(X) with C=CX is necessarily
a (maximal) X-hierarchy.
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In this note, we will be particularly interested in cluster systems
CP(X ) that satisfy the assertion
(Patchwork) <{C$C and  C${< O  C$ # C and  C$ # C.
Every such cluster system will henceforth be called a patchwork or, more
specifically, an X-patchwork.
Consult Figs. 1 and 2 for on the definition of patchworks. Note that
every patchwork is almost finitary and that a hierarchy is a patchwork if
and only if it is almost finitary. More generally, a cluster system C is a
patchwork if and only if it is almost finitary and satisfies the condition
(Patchwork) for all finite non-empty subsets C$Cor, equivalently, for
all subsets C$C with *C$=2.
Suppose that C satisfies these two conditions, and let C$ denote an
arbitrary non-empty subsystem of C with <{Z0 := C$. Then there must
exist some C0 # min(C$Z0), and we must have Z0 C0 & C$ # C and, hence,
C0 & C$=C0 for all C$ # C$. In turn, this implies Z0 C0  C$=Z0 and,
hence, Z0=C0 # C. The claim Z1 := C$ # C follows analogously by
considering some cluster C1 # max(CZ1 & C$Z0) and observing that
C1 _ C$=C1 must hold for all C$ # C$.
Furthermore, if a cluster system CP(X ) is almost finitary, an
X-patchwork, or an X-hierarchy, then CX is finitary, an X-patchwork, or
an X-hierarchy, respectively.
An X-patchwork C with X # C will be called a connected patchwork, and
it will be called relatively connected if its support  C is a C-cluster.
Clearly, any two distinct maximal clusters in a not relatively connected
patchwork C must be disjoint; so the set of non-empty maximal clusters in
a patchwork C forms a partition of  C, and C decomposes into the
‘‘essentially disjoint’’ union of the connected C-patchworks CC where C
runs over all non-empty maximal C-clusters.
FIG. 1. On the definition of patchworks.
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FIG. 2. A patchwork quilt.
Similarly, any two distinct clusters from min*(C) must have an empty
intersection and, hence, the clusters in min*(C) provide a partition of
 min*(C).
For further reference, we collect some of the above observations in
Lemma 1. Every patchwork C contains two canonical partitions, one is
the partition max(C)"[<] of  C consisting of all non-empty maximal
C-clusters, and the other one is the partition of  min*(C) consisting of all
clusters from min*(C); more precisely, we have C & C$ # [<, C] and
C" & C # [<, C"] for every C # C, C$ # max(C), and C" # min*(C)so, in
particular, every maximal sub-hierarchy C0 of C must contain
max(C) _ min*(C). Moreover, we have  min*(C)= C if and only if
 min*(CC)=C holds for every C # C; so, both of these statements must
hold in particular if C is an ample patchwork.
The main purpose of this note is to establish
Theorem 1. A patchwork (X, C) contains a maximal hierarchy if and
only if C is ample and coincides with CX.
To this end, we introduce the following concept. We define a cluster
system (I, I) to be a trace of a cluster system (X, C) if there exists an
I-indexed family
F :=(Ci)i # I
of non-empty disjoint subsets of X so that a subset JI is an element of
I if and only if
CJ=CF, J := [Ci | i # J]
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is an element of C, in which case I and I will also be denoted by IF and
IF , respectively. A trace (I, I) of (X, C) is called a proper trace if *I2,
I # I, and ( I1)I holds.
For later reference, we define a C-family to be a family F=(Ci)i # I of
non-empty, disjoint clusters from C indexed by some index set I, and we
define any such C-family F to be a proper C-family if its trace (IF , IF)
is a proper trace of (X, C), i.e., if *I2 and CI=i # I Ci # C holds. It is
also obvious that C _ [<]=CX holds if and only if the family ([x])x # X
is a proper C-family.
More generally, the following obviously holds:
Lemma 2. Let CP(X ) denote a patchwork with  C= min*(C),
and consider, for any subset YX, the C-family
F=FY :=(C)C # min*(CY )
indexed by the set IF :=min*(CY) that is defined by Ci :=C for every
i=C # IF C. Then, the map
IF  CY : J [ CJ
defines a canonical 11 correspondence between IF and CY and maps
IF=min*(CY) onto  (CY) in case IF is contained in IF . Moreover, FY
is a proper C-family if and only if we have <{ (CY) # C&min*(C)
which holds in particular in case <{Y # C&min*(C).
Lemma 3. Still more generally, if C is a patchwork and F=(Ci)i # I is
any proper C-family, then C # C (CI) implies
I(C)=IF(C) :=[i # I | C & Ci {<] # IF (2)
as well as CCI(C) .
We leave the very simple and straightforward proofs to the reader.
Clearly, every trace of a patchwork is a patchworkjust note that C I$
= [CJ | J # I$] and C I$= [CJ | J # I$] holds for every C-family
F=(Ci) i # I and every cluster system I$IF P(I )while even a proper
trace of an ample cluster system need not be ample. However, we will
prove
Theorem 2. Every cluster system (I, I) that is the proper trace of an
ample patchwork (X, C) is itself an ample patchwork.
Remark 1. In this context, it is tempting to introduce morphisms
between cluster systems so that a category of cluster systems is formed, by
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defining a morphism R : (X1 , C1)  (X2 , C2) from a cluster system (X1 , C1)
to a cluster system (X2 , C2) to be a relation RX1_X2 such that
R(C2) :=[x1 # X1 | (x1 , x2) # R for some x2 # C2]
belongs to C1 for all C2 # C2 (while the composition of morphisms is
defined in the obvious way by the relational product). As there is a 11
correspondence between I-indexed families F=(Ci) i # I of subsets of a
given set X, and relations RX_I (via F W R if and only if R([i])=Ci
for all i # I ), traces as well as proper traces of a cluster system (X, C) could
then be described as objects (I, I) in this category for which particular
morphisms from (X, C) to (I, I) exist, while the I-indexed families F
introduced above to define traces just represent these particular
morphisms.
It might be worthwhile to explore further relations between this category
and the combinatorics of cluster systemsfar beyond the particular
context pursued in the present note.
The following result obviously implies Theorem 2:
Theorem 3. For every patchwork C, the following assertions are
equivalent:
(i) C is ample;
(ii) for every non-empty cluster C # C&min*(C), there exist either
two disjoint clusters A, B # C/C with A_* B=C, or a (necessarily infinite)
chain C$C/C with  C$=C;
(iii) for every non-empty cluster C # C&min*(C), there exist either
two clusters A, B # C/C with A _ B=C, or a (necessarily infinite) chain
C$C/C with  C$=C;
(iv)  C= min*(C) holds and, for every proper trace (I, I) of
(X, C) with I<I=[<] _ ( I1) _ [I], we have *I=2;
(v)  C= min*(C) holds, and every proper trace (I, I) of (X, C)
is ample;
(vi)  C= min*(C) holds and, for every proper C-family F of
(X, C), there exist either two distinct indices i, j # IF with [i, j ] # IF , or
there exists a non-empty sub-chain I$IF such that every element J # I$
has infinite cardinality and * I$1 holds.
Corollary. A finite patchwork C is ample if and only if either one of
the conditions (iv) or (v) in Theorem 3 above, or one of the following
conditions holds:
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(ii$) for every non-empty cluster C # C&min*(C), there exist two
disjoint clusters A, B # C/C with A_* B=C;
(iii$) for every non-empty cluster C # C&min*(C), there exist two
clusters A, B # C/C with A _ B=C;
(vi$)  C= min*(C) holds, and for every partition C0 C with
 C0 # C and *C02, there exist distinct A, B # C0 with A _ B # C.
Theorem 3 in turn will allow us to derive the following generalization of
Theorem 1:
Theorem 4. Let C=(X, C) denote a patchwork. Then, the following
assertions are equivalent:
(i) C is ample;
(ii) C contains an ample and almost finitary hierarchy C0 with
max(C0)=max(C) and min*(C0)=min*(C);
(iii) every maximal sub-hierarchy C0 of C is ample.
Corollary. A patchwork CP(X ) is ample if and only if it contains an
ample patchwork C0 with max(C0)=max(C) and min*(C0)=min*(C).
For three good reasons, we will first establish these results in case C is
finite:
v we do not need to invoke Zorn’s Lemma (or, equivalently, the
Axiom of Choice) to establish our results in this case;
v in all of the applications we have in mind (cf. [2, 4, 5]), C will
always be finite;
v while it is possible to organize the proof in the seemingly much sim-
pler case *C< in such a way thatapart from invoking Zorn’s Lemma
here and thereonly minor modifications are required to derive the above
results without that restriction, presenting the proof in the general case
only could create the perfectly wrong impression that it were only the
infinite case that needed some sophistication while restriction to the finite
case would have made things utterly trivial.
So, in case C is finite, Theorem 3 will be established in Section 3,
and Theorems 4 and 1 in Section 4. In Section 2, some examples will be
presented, and Section 5 discusses some algorithmic aspects. Finally, in the
last section, we will deal with arbitrary, that is, with possibly infinite
patchworks.
Remark 2. It is tempting to speculate about how much of our concepts,
arguments, and results carry over from cluster systems to subsets of lattices.
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Clearly, the problem here is to find a good working definition of ampleness
in this more general situation.
2. EXAMPLES
In the context of reconstructing phylogenetic trees from so-called quartet
splits (cf. [1, 7]) to be pursued in several other papers (cf. [2, 4, 5]), the
following examples will be of particular interest to us:
Examples. (1) Let T=(V, E ) denote a tree with vertex set V and
edge set E( V2 ). We define
CT :={FE | the subgraph \. F, F+ is connected= , (3)
so F is in CT if and only if ( F, F ) is a sub-tree of T. It is easy to see that
CT is an E-patchwork with CT=(CT)E and that this patchwork is ample
(even if E is infinite).
(2) More generally, let G=(V, E) denote an arbitrary graph with
vertex set V and edge set E( V2 ). An injective path (in G ) is a finite
sequence p=( p0 , p1 , ..., pn) of distinct vertices from V with
( p) :=[[ pi&1 , p i] | i=1, ..., n]E. (4)
More specifically, we will say that such a sequence is an injective path from
p0 to pn . A non-empty subset FE is called a G-patch if the subgraph
( F, F ) is connected and if, for every two distinct vertices u, v #  F
and every injective path p from u to v, we have ( p)F. Clearly, if
G=(V, E ) is a tree, then FE is a G-patch if and only if F # CG ; cf. (3).
So, generalizing (3), we may define
CG :=[FE | F is a G-patch] (5)
for any graph G; one can check thatas in the case of treesCG is a
patchwork, that CG is connected if and only if G is connected, and that CG
is ample. Note also that FE is a minimal G-patch if and only if the sub-
graph ( F, F ) is a 2-connected component of G (provided ‘‘bridges of G’’
are included among the 2-connected components of G; see, for example,
[8] for definitions); in particular, one has CG=(CG)
E if and only if G is a
tree and Fig. 3 for an illustration.
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FIG. 3. A graph G and the minimal G-patches.
(3) Given a set X, let ,: P(X)  R denote a map that satisfies
,(A)+,(B),(A _ B)+,(A & B)0 (6)
for all A, BX with A & B{<. Then C :=[CX | ,(C)0] is a
patchwork whose clusters will also be called ,-clusters.
(4) Given finite sets V, E with *E2 and a relation RE_V, we
definefor every FEthe set
R(F ) :=[v # V | there exists f # F with ( f, v) # R] (7)
and
r(F ) :=*R(F ),
and for every e # E, we put r(e) :=r([e]). We suppose R(E )=V, and we
define a map *: P(E )  R by
*(F ) :=r(F )& :
f # F
r( f )&(*F&1)
r(E )&e # E r(e)
*E&1
. (8)
Note that
*(F1)+*(F2)*(F1 _ F2)+*(F1 & F2)
holds for all F1 , F2 E; also, we have
*(<)=
r(E)&e # E r(e)
*E&1
0
and *(E )=0, as well as *([e])=0 for all e # E.
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We say that R is super-additive if *(F )0 holds for all non-empty
subsets FE, that is, if
e # E r(e)&r(E)
*E&1

f # F r( f )&r(F )
*F&1
(9)
holds for all FE with *F2 or, equivalently, if one has
r*(F ) :
f # F
r*( f ) with r*(F ) :=r(F )&
e # E r(e)&r(E )
*E&1
(10)
for all FE with *F1 (where r*(e) :=r*([e]) for all e # E, of course).
Then, the set
CR :=[FE | *(F )0]={FE } r*(F ) :f # F r*( f )= (11)
of R-patches is a patchwork satisfying in addition the condition (CR)E=CR .
(4.1) Note in particular that in case T=(V, E ) is a finite tree, we
have CR=CT for
R :=[(e, v) # E_V | v # e].
Indeed, we have R(F )= F, r(F )=* F and r(e)=2 for all e # E. From
r(E )=*V=*E+1, we infer
e # E r(e)&r(E )
*E&1
=
2 *E&*E&1
*E&1
=1.
So, if we denote by ?0(V$, E$) the number of connected components of a
graph (V$, E$), the identity *?0( F, F )+*F=* F holds for all FE,
and we infer that R is super-additive in view of the inequality
f # F r( f )&r(F )
*F&1
=
2 *F&*F&*?0( F, F )
*F&1
=
*F&*?0( F, F )
*F&1
1
that holds for all subsets FE with *F2. Finally, to establish CR=CT ,
we observe that
*(F )=*F+*?0 \. F, F+&2 *F+(*F&1)=*?0 \. F, F+&1
vanishes for some non-empty set FE if and only if ( F, F ) is connected.
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(4.2) More generally, assume that for some n # N we have
r(e)=n+1 for all e # E, and *V=*E+n. Then we have
e # E r(e)&r(E )
*E&1
=n
and
f # F r( f )&r(F )
*F&1
=n+
*F+n&r(F )
*F&1
for every FE with *F2, so R is super-additive if and only if
r(F )*F+n holds for all non-empty subsets FE; in this case, a non-
empty subset F is an R-patch if and only if r(F )=*F+n holds. In [4], we
will be interested in the particular case n :=3.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 IN CASE *C<
Throughout this and the next section, we assume *C<. We will
prove Theorem 3 in that case by establishing the implications (i) O (ii) O
(iii) O (iv) O (v) O (i) and (v) O (vi) O (iv). Of those, the implications (ii)
O (iii) and (vi) O (iv) are trivial, the implication (i) O (ii) follows directly
from (Ample 2), and the implication (v) O (vi) follows directly from
(Ample 1). The remaining ones will now be established, one by one.
(iii) O (iv). Obviously, x #  C implies x # Cx := C ($[x]) # C for
every patchwork C. However, if (iii) holds, we cannot have Cx # C&
min*(C), so we must have Cx # min*(C) and, hence,  C= min*(C).
Next, assume that F=(Ci) i # I is a proper C-family whose trace (I, I)=
(IF , IF) only involves subsets from <I=[<] _ ( I1) _ [I]. Consider
C* :=[C # C (CI) | I(C)=I],
and note that C* definitely contains CI . Now, choose C* # min(C*), note
that <{C* # C&min*(C) must hold in view of *I2 and <{C* & Ci
for all i # I, choose A, B # C/C* with A _ B=C* and, finally, note that I=
I(C*)=I(A) _ I(B), I(A){I{I(B), and I(A), I(B) # IF [<] _ ( I1) _
[I] together implies 2*I*I(A)+*I(B)1+1=2, as claimed.
(iv) O (v). Let F=(Ci) i # I be a proper C-family with trace (I, I), and
assume J1 , J2 # I and *[J # I | J1 JJ2]=2. Recall that I (J2&J1)
is a non-empty patchwork, consider the partition I$ :=[J1] _ max
(IJ2&J1), put F$ :=(CJ)J # I$ , and note that the associated trace (I$, I$)=
(I$, IF$) must then be a proper trace of (X, C) with I$[<] _ ( I$1 ) _ [I$].
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So, we must have *I$=2 which implies *max(IJ2&J1)=1 and hence, in
view of [i] # I for each i # I,
max(IJ2&J1)={. max(IJ2&J1)=={. (IJ2&J1)==[J2&J1],
that is, J2&J1 # I, as claimed.
(v) O (i). Assume C1 , C2 # C and *[C # C | C1 CC2]=2; put
I :=min*(CC2) and consider thenecessarily properC-family F=FC2 :
=(C)C # I defined in Lemma 2. We have J1 :=min*(CC1) # IF and J2 :=
I # IF in view of CJ1= min*(CC1)=C1 and CJ2= min*(CC2)=C2 ,
so we must have *[J # I | J1 JJ2]=2 and, hence, J2&J1 # I which
in turn implies CJ2&J1=CJ2&CJ1=C2&C1 # C, as claimed. K
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 4 AND 1 IN CASE *C<
To prove Theorem 4, it is enough to establish the implications (iii) O
(ii) O (i) O (iii).
(iii) O (ii). Let C0 C denote a maximal sub-hierarchy of C. Lemma 1
states that max(C) _ min*(C)C0 holds. So, we have max(C0)=max(C)
and min*(C0)=min*(C). Moreover, (iii) implies that C0 must be ample;
so, we are done.
(ii) O (i). Let C0 C be an ample hierarchy with max(C0)=max(C)
and min*(C0)=min*(C). In view of Theorem 3, (i)  (ii), it is enough to
show that, for every non-empty cluster C # C&min*(C), there exist
A, B # C/C with A_* B=C. So, for any such C, put C0 := C0($C)
whichin view of max(C0)=max(C)must be a member of C0 that
contains C. Moreover, <{C  min*(C)=min*(C0) implies <{C0 
min*(C0). So, there are A0 , B0 # C0(/C0) with A0 _* B0=C0 . Now, putting
A :=C & A0 and B :=C & B0 , we see that A_* B=C as well as A, B # C/C
must hold, the latter because of A0 , B0 # C0(/C0) and C0= C0($C)
and, hence, C3 A0 and C3 B0 .
(i) O (iii). Assume that C0 is a maximal sub-hierarchy of some finite
ample patchwork C, and note thataccording to Lemma 1C0 must con-
tain min*(C) and that, hence, C0= min*(C0(C0)) must hold for all C0
in C0 . Now, consider some non-empty cluster C0 # C0&min*(C0), and note
that
C* :=max(C0(/C0))
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must be a partition of C0 and that the associated C-family F :=(C)C # C*
is proper and hence, in view of Theorem 3, (i)  (v), it must be ample.
Moreover, we must have *C*=2 because *C*3 wouldin view of
Theorem 3, (i)  (iv)imply the existence of some proper subset I%C*
with *I>1 and, hence, of a cluster CI=C* # IC* # C that would not be
contained in C0 (by definition of C*) while C0 _ [CI] would clearly be a
sub-hierarchy of C, contradicting the assumption that C0 was a maximal
sub-hierarchy of C. Hence, C0 is the disjoint union of its two proper sub-
clusters in C*.
Consequently, C0 satisfies condition (ii) in Theorem 3, soaccording to
that theoremit must be ample.
Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem 4 in view of the well-
known fact mentioned already in the introduction (see also [3]) that a
hierarchy CP(X ) is a maximal sub-hierarchy of P(X) if and only if
C=CX holds and C is ample and finitary.
Remark 3. Note that it is also an immediate consequence of Theorem 4
that any maximal sub-hierarchy of P(X ) must be ample.
5. APPLICATIONS
The following lemma deals with the case that a collection C of subsets
of X is ‘‘nearly’’ an ample patchwork. Note that, given an ample cluster
system CP(X ) and a cluster C0 , the cluster system CC0 is ample, too.
The following simple observation will be used in [4]:
Lemma 4. Let X denote a finite set, and let CP(X ) denote a
patchwork with X= C/X # C. Then, the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) C/X is ample, yet C itself is not ample;
(ii) C/X is an ample patchwork with *max(C/X)3;
(iii) *max(C/X)3, and CC is ample for all C # max(C/X).
Proof. The equivalence (ii)  (iii) is trivial.
(i) O (ii). Given clusters C1 , C2 # C/X with non-empty intersection, we
know that either C1 _ C2 # C/X , or C1 _ C2=X must hold. But the latter
case would implyin view of Theorem 3, (i)  (iii)that C itself is ample.
So, C/X is a patchwork, and *max(C/X)3 follows from Theorem 3,
(i)  (ii).
(ii) O (i). Note that max(C/X) is a partition of X, so *max(C/X)3
implies that there exist no disjoint clusters C1 , C2 # C/X with C1 _ C2=X,
and Theorem 3, (i)  (ii) states that C cannot be ample. K
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Now, suppose we are given a finite set X and an X-patchwork C with
C=CX; we want to check whether this patchwork is ample and, in this
case, construct a maximal hierarchy C$C. A simple algorithm to do this
makes use of Condition (vi) of Theorem 3: We define the partition
C1 :=(
X
1 )C. We check whether there exist sets A, B # C1 with A _ B # C in
which case we put C2 :=C1 _ [A _ B]&[A, B] (since (C)C # C1 is a proper
C-family, such A, B # C1 must exist by Theorem 3, (i)  (vi) in case C is
ample); otherwise, we STOP. If we iterate this process of replacements
*X&1 times, we eventually end up with the set C*X=[X]. In this case,
C is ample and
C$ :=[<] _ .
*X
j=1
Cj C
is a maximal X-hierarchy contained in C. Otherwise, C is not ample.
Suppose that we can check whether an arbitrary subset CX is a
member of C in constant time, independently of the choice of C. Then,
obviously, this algorithm is of order O((*X )3), provided that every other
command (like forming the union of two disjoint sets) can be carried out
in constant time, too. However, an even faster algorithm can be designed
(see Fig. 4).
Lemma 5. The algorithm shown in Fig. 4 computes, given a finite
patchwork CP(X ) with C=CX as input, a maximal hierarchy C$C if C
FIG. 4. An algorithm to construct a maximal hierarchy C$C (written in Pseudo-Pascal).
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is ample; otherwise, it returns False. Given an oracle that, for any two dis-
joint clusters C1 , C2 # C, is able to tell us in constant time whether
C1 _ C2 # C holds, the algorithm is of order O((*X )2), provided that every
other command (like forming that union of those two disjoint sets) can be
carried out in constant time.
Proof. Clearly, at the beginning of each step of the While-loop (line 2),
the following holds: A & B=<, X  B, C$ is an ample hierarchy with
( X1 )C$, A _ B coincides with the associated partition max(C$) of X, and
B _ B$  C holds for all distinct clusters B, B$ # B.
If the algorithm stops with A=<, then BC$ forms a partition of X.
Since B _ B$  C holds for all distinct clusters B, B$ # B=max(C$), we infer
that *B3 must hold. Hence, Theorem 3, (i)  (vi) implies that C
cannot be ample.
If the algorithm stops with A=[X] then it is clear thatwhether or
not C is a patchworkthe output C$ will always be a maximal hierarchy
contained in C.
To check the runtime behavior of the algorithm, note first that the
number 2 *A+*B is decreased by one in every step of the While-loop
(lines 214), so we need at most 2n&2 steps of the loop (where n :=*X )
because after 2n&2 steps, we have 2 *A+*B=2 and, hence, A=[X]
must hold (because A=< would imply *B3). Furthermore, at each
step, at most *B sets are checked for membership in C (lines 4 and 9). Let
k :=2n&2 *A&*B+1 denote the step number of the While-loop, and
suppose that the loop was left at step K. We denote the cardinality of B at
the beginning of step k of the loop by bk for k=1, ..., K. Then
bk=2n+1&k&2 *A2n&1&k for A{< and bkk&1 holds, the
latter in view of b1=0 and bi+1 # [b i\1] for i=1, ..., K&1. Together, we
get
bkmin(2n+1&k, k&1) for k=1, ..., K
and
:
K
k=1
bk :
n
k=1
(k&1)+ :
2n&2
k=n+1
(2n&1&k)
=
n(n&1)
2
+
(n&1)(n&2)
2
=(n&1)2
and, hence, at most (n&1)2&1=n(n&2) subsets of X need to be checked
for membership in C, since we already know X # C. K
Note that the algorithm described in Fig. 4 is ‘‘best possible’’ in the sense
that every algorithm computing a maximal hierarchy C$CP(X ) and
depending on our oracle needs at least n(n&2) calls of the oracle in the
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worst case, under the assumption that no further information except
<XC is available: constructing an example while being questioned, the
oracle can decide to claim A_* B  C for all but the last pair of disjoint
one-element subsets A, B # ( X1 ), and it then can go on forcing us, for every
subset A # C of cardinality i found so far, to ask n&i questions before a
(one-element) subset BX&A with A_* B # C is found. In the more
general setting of an oracle that is able to tell us whether C # C holds for
an arbitrary subset CX, we conjecture that, even then, every algorithm
depending on such an oracle will need n(n&2) calls of this oracle in the
worst case. It is remarkable that in contrast to the algorithm described
above, there exists a rather differently structured algorithm that in fact will
ask the oracle whether C # C holds for subsets CX with no subclusters
A, B # C satisfying A_* B=C; yet, also this algorithm requires n(n&2) calls
of the oracle in the worst case.
Because the runtime behavior strongly depends on the structure of the
underlying patchwork C, it does not make much sense to ask for the
average runtime behavior of the algorithm (unless one first specifies a prob-
ability distribution on the set of patchworks to be checked for ampleness).
Finally, we note that the runtime behavior of the algorithm does not
change under the more realistic assumption that forming the union of two
disjoint sets can be carried out in linear time in *X, if we further suppose
that we can check in constant time whether, given disjoint clusters
C1 , C2 # C, their union C1_* C2 is a member of C (cf. [2, 4]).
Of course, if we do not restrict ourselves to patchworks and ask quite
generally whether an arbitrary cluster system CP(X ) with C=CX is
ample or contains a maximal hierarchy, then we cannot anymore apply the
above algorithm. Indeed, it is well known that it is quite hard to deal with
these questions in a computationally efficient waynote, however, that for
the latter problem, an algorithm of order O(*X } *C2) can be found in [6].
6. DROPPING THE FINITENESS RESTRICTION
We will now show how our results can be established for arbitrary
patchworks C. First, we give some examples showing that the situation can
get more complicated for infinite cluster systems C:
Examples. (5) For X :=N, the set
C :=[[1, ..., n] | n # N]
is a chain; all cluster of C are finite and C is countable infinite; and
max(C)=< holds. Note further that C _ [X, <] is finitary, and that CN
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is ample and finitarywhat is equivalent to the fact (cf. [3]) that CN is a
maximal N-hierarchy.
(6) For X :=Q, the set
C :=[[q # Q | q:] | : # R]
is a hierarchy, but C is not countable in view of
:=sup[q # Q | q:] for all : # R.
Note that C is ample and that max(C)=min(C)=min*(C)=< holds. But
CQ is not ample: for : # Q, the one-element subset [:] is a maximal
CQ-subcluster of [q # Q | q:]; yet, [q # Q | q<:] does not belong to CQ.
(7) For X :=R, the set
C :=[(&, :), (&, :] | : # R] _ [R, <] _ \R1+
is an ample and finitary R-hierarchy with CR=C.
The main obstacle for just copying the proofs given above for the case
*C< is that, unfortunately, the assertions (Ample 12) do not hold
verbatim for ample and finitary cluster systems; see Example 7. Instead, we
have:
Lemma 6. Given an ample, finitary cluster system (X, C) and a
non-empty cluster C0 # C&min*(C), the following holds:
(i) either there exist distinct clusters C1 , C2 # min*(CC0) with C1 _
C2 # C, or there exists an infinite chain C$CC0"(min*(C) _ [<]) with
 C$ # min*(C) _ [<];
(ii) either C0 is the union of two proper, disjoint subclusters, or there
exists a (necessarily infinite) chain C$C/C0 with  C$=C0 .
Proof. (i) Consider C* :=CC0 "(min*(C) _ [<]). If C* is finitary,
there exists some C* # min(C*), and this cluster C* must contain some
C1 # min*(C) in view of [3, Lemma 2]. For this C1 , we must have
*[C$ # C | C1 C$C*]=2 and, hence, C2 :=C*&C1 # min*(C); so,
the first alternative holds true. Otherwise, there exists an infinite chain
C$C* with  C$ # CC0&C*min*(C) _ [<] as claimed.
(ii) As the set of sub-chains of any cluster system C is inductively
ordered, Zorn’s Lemma implies that a maximal chain C$C/C0 must exist.
If C$ := C$%C0 , then *[C # C | C$CC0]=2 and, hence, C0&C$ #
C holds, so C$_* (C0&C$) is a bipartition of C0 as desired. If  C$=C0 ,
then C$ is obviously infinite. K
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We will now establish Theorem 3 without any finiteness restrictions. As
above, we will establish the implications (i) O (ii) O (iii) O (iv) O (v) O (i)
and (v) O (vi) O (iv). Again, the implications (ii) O (iii) and (vi) O (iv) are
trivial, the implication (i) O (ii) follows directly from Lemma 6(i), and the
implication (v) O (vi) follows directly from Lemma 6.1(ii). The implications
(iv) O (v) and (v) O (i) follow verbatim as in the finite case. So, it remains
to establish
(iii) O (iv). We may infer  C= min*(C) as in the finite case. Now,
let F=(Ci)i # I denote a C-family such that (IF , IF) is a proper trace of
(X, C), and suppose that *I3 holds. Given a cluster C # C (CI), we
know I(C) # IF in view of Lemma 3; so, if there exists a cluster CCI
such that
I(C)  <I=[I] _ \ I1+_ [<]
holds, we are done. To find such a cluster, choose a maximal chain C$ from
C* :=[C # C | CCI and I(C)=I]C"(min*(C) _ [<])
that must exist in view of Zorn’s Lemma. First, suppose C* := C$ # C*.
Then, condition (iii) implies the existence of some non-empty subcluster
C # C /C* with I(C)  <
I, so we are done. Otherwise, we must have
I(C*) # ( I1 ) _ [<], that is, there must exist some i # I with C*Ci .
Choose j # I&[i] and, noting that Ci & C{< and Cj & C{< holds for
all C # C$, define
C" :=[Ci _ C _ Cj | C # C$]C"(min*(C) _ [<]).
We conclude that Ci _ Cj= C" # C and, hence, [i, j ] # IF holds.
Finally, we establish the implications (iii) O (ii) O (i) O (iii) from
Theorem 4 without any finiteness restrictions.
(iii) O (ii). Let C0 C denote a maximal sub-hierarchy of C. We infer
from Lemma 1 that max(C) _ min*(C)C0 and, hence, max(C0)=max(C)
and min*(C0)=min*(C) holds. Since C0 is ample by assumption, it
remains to show that C0 is almost finitary. Given a non-empty sub-chain
C$C0 , it is easy to see that C0 _ [ C$,  C$] is a hierarchy as well; from
[ C$,  C$]C _ [<] and the fact that C0 is a maximal sub-hierarchy,
we infer that [ C$,  C$]C0 _ [<] must hold, too.
(ii)O(i). For a non-empty cluster C # C&min*(C), we put C0 := C0($C)
and infer easily that C0 is a non-empty member of C0&min*(C0). By
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Theorem 3, (i)  (ii), there exist either two disjoint clusters A0 , B0 # C0
(/C0) with A0 _* B0=C0 , or there exists an infinite chain C0 $C0(/C0)
with  C0 $=C0 . In the first case, we put A :=A0 & C and B :=B0 & C,
and infer A_* B=C and A, B # C/C as above. In the latter case, we put
C$ :=[C & C$ | C$ # C0 $]"[<]
and infer that C$ is a chain with C$C/C and  C$=C &  C0 $=
C & C0=C.
(i) O (iii). We want to show that condition (ii) of Theorem 3 holds
for C0 . To this end, consider a non-empty cluster C0 # C0&min*(C0).
Choose x # C0 and define
C$ :=[C # C0 | x # C % C0 ].
Note that C$ is a chain because C0 is a hierarchy, and that C$ is non-empty,
because Lemma 1 implies that C0 must contain min*(C) and that, hence,
C0= min*(C0(C0)) must hold. If  C$=C0 holds, we are done.
Otherwise, C$ := C$ is a maximal element of C0(/C0). Now, note that
max(C0(C0&C$)) is a partition of C0&C$ becauseas in the proof of
‘‘(iii) O (ii)’’one can show that C0 must be almost finitary. All together,
this implies that
C* :=max(C0(C0&C$)) _ [C$]=max(C0(/C0))
is a partition of C0 . As above, we can now show that C0 is the disjoint
union of two proper subclusters from C*.
Consequently, C0 satisfies condition (ii) in Theorem 3, so it must be
ample. K
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